1 Prokaryote genomes exhibit a wide range of GC contents and codon usages, both 2 resulting from an interaction between mutational bias and natural selection. In order to 3 investigate the basis underlying specific codon changes, we performed a comprehensive 4 analysis of 29-different prokaryote families. The analysis of core-gene sets with 5 increasing ancestries in each family lineage revealed that the codon usages became 6 progressively more adapted to the tRNA pools. While, as previously reported, highly-7 expressed genes presented the more optimized codon usage, the singletons contained 8 the less selectively-favored codons. Results showed that usually codons with the highest 9 translational adaptation were preferentially enriched. In agreement with previous reports, 10 a C-bias in 2-to 3-fold codons, and a U-bias in 4-fold codons occurred in all families, 11 irrespective of the global genomic-GC content. Furthermore, the U-biases suggested that 12 U 3 -mRNA-U 34 -tRNA interactions were responsible for a prominent codon optimization in 13 both the more ancestral core and the highly expressed genes. A comparative analysis of 14 sequences that encode conserved-(cr) or variable-(vr) translated products, with each one 15 being under high-(HEP) and low-(LEP) expression levels, demonstrated that the 16 efficiency was more relevant (by a factor of 2) than accuracy to modelling codon usage.
142
inferred putative expression data for the proteomes of the microorganisms presented in 143 Figs. 4 to 6, and listed in Table S3 . Then, for selected core fractions, we obtained one 144 subset of genes encoding HEP plus another subset codifying LEP. For 23 out of the 29 145 prokaryotic genomes that we analyzed here, no proteome data were available, nor were 146 any in phylogenetically related microorganisms. 
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The RSCUs (60) of all individual genes from a given genome were calculated by 178 CodonW with DNA sequences as input data (61) and then used to perform the 59-179 variable-based correspondence analysis (CA)-i. e., with all the codons except those for 180 Met (AUG), Trp (UGG), and the three stop codons (UAA, UAG, and UGA). The modal 181 codon usages (47) were calculated for the core genes, singletons, and PHE genes.
182
Artificial sequences representing modal codon usages (i. e., modal sequences) and the 183 amino-acid composition present in each core fraction (Cn) were generated through the 184 use of a homemade Perl script (calculate_modals2.pl) from the CUBES package. In order 185 to accurately represent the modal codon usage, particularly for synonymous codons from 186 low-abundance amino acids, modal sequences were designed with a length of at least 187 ten thousand codons. These modal sequences were used as an additional input in their 188 respective CAs. CA plots were generated through the use of Ggplot2 program (62) and 
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The gene-copy number of each tRNA in the different prokaryote species studied 194 here were downloaded from the GtRNAdb server (http://gtrnadb.ucsc.edu), which website 195 uses predictions made by the program tRNAscan-SE (63). For each reference genome, 196 the copy number for the tRNAs and the sequences of all the open reading frames were 197 used to train the S ij weights as previously reported, with that parameter estimating the 198 efficiency of the interaction between the ith codon and the jth anticodon in a given 199 organism (36, 37). The procedure stated in brief: With a given n, and randomly generated 200 S ij starting points-i. e., having values that range between 0 and 1-the tAI was 201 calculated for each coding sequence by means of the tAI package ((36), 202 https://github.com/mariodosreis/tai). Next, the directional codon-bias score (DCBS; (37)) 203 was calculated through the use of the script seq2DCBS.pl (CUBES package). Finally, the 204 Nelder-Mead optimization algorithm from R project was used (instead of the hill-climbing 205 algorithm) to search for the S ij value that maximized the Spearman rank correlation 206 between the DCBS and the tAI. A script for bulk S ij estimation is available in the CUBES 207 package (https://github.com/maurijlozano/CUBES, calculate_sopt_DCBS_GNM_f.sh).
208
The estimated sets of S ij weights were used to calculate the modal tRNA-adaptation index 209 (m-tAI) for different species and gene sets (i. e., core and PHE genes plus singletons) as 210 a measure of their efficiency in being recognized by the intracellular tRNA pool. The m-211 tAIs were calculated from the previously generated modal sequences by means of the 212 tAI_Modal_g.sh script from the CUBES package.
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RESULTS
215
Ancestry-dependent codon-usage bias as revealed by the analysis of core genes Bacteroidetes along with 2 archaeal families from the phylum Euryarchaeota. Table S1_a 224 (tab 1) itemizes for each taxon the number of genes in each gene set from the most 225 recent core 1 (C1), to the most ancestral core n (Cn). The codon-usage variation with 226 gene ancestry within a given prokaryote family was evaluated through a correspondence 
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The general features that characterized the bias in codon usages can be 243 summarized as follows. First, a general pattern indicated that in bacteria from Groups B, 
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S3, left panels a1, a3, a5, a6, a8, a10, and a12 to a19). In the reference strains from 288 these prokaryote families, the PHE genes (red dashed lines) were always associated with 289 higher m-tAI values than those of the core-gene sets from the same genome.
290
Conversely, singletons (blue-dashed lines) were always the gene sets with the lower m-291 tAIs, thus suggesting that accessory genes (i. e., those present in plasmids, phages, and 292 the unique genes in chromosomes) involve codon usages that-most likely due to their 
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show that changes in GC3 in genomes from Groups A to D each follows a distinctive 312 pattern from singletons-to-Ci-to-PHE. Whereas in genomes that belong to Group A 313 (overall GC content lower than ca. 35%) the GC3 decreases from singletons to Ci to PHE 314 (cf. Fig. 2, panel b1 ), in the genomes included in Group C the GC3 either increases from 315 singletons to Ci-to PHE (cf. Fig. 2, panel b3 ) or plateaus in Ci to PHE at a high level (cf. 316 Fig. S3, panel b17) . In contrast, genomes pertaining to Group B; exhibited a biphasic 317 pattern with an initial GC3 increase from the level of the singletons up to the contents of 318 the Ci series (with i varying from 1 to n) followed by a later decrease from the Cn values 319 down to those of the PHE genes (cf. Fig. 2, panel b2 ). Those changes in the Group-B 320 genomes were reflected in pronounced forward and backward movements in the position 321 of the core genes in the CA plots, first from singletons to Ci and then from Cn to the PHE 322 genes (cf. Fig. S1 , organisms in Group B). A similar biphasic pattern in the CA plots could 323 also be recognized, though softened, in certain species that were included in Group C or 324 15 even Group D where the PHE genes did not evidence a decrease in GC3 levels when 325 compared to those of the core genes. The genomes in Group D had extremely high 326 global GC contents and had GC3 values in all their core-gene sets (C1 to Cn) that were 327 comparable-though slightly higher-than the corresponding values in their PHE genes.
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In the next section we will describe how individual codons for a given amino acid are 329 selected in the more ancestral core-gene sets. 
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In the instance of the 2-fold purine-ending codons-that is GAA and GAG for Glu,
360
AAA and AAG for Lys, and CAA and CAG for Gln-we observed that the codons with G 
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All the codon adaptations that we have described in this section referring to core 394 genes proved to be more prominent in the PHE genes, whose triplets were even better 
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Search for coding signatures for translation efficiency and accuracy: Codon-usage
22 favor a GC3 enrichment. That the core and PHE genes in bacteria that belonged to 507 Group A had been selected to bear lower GC3 values than singletons in order to improve 508 translation in view of the previous pattern of increasing GC content was remarkable, with 509 this circumstance being a result of the above-mentioned enrichment in NNA and NNU 510 triplets compared to their proportion in the synonymous codons (Fig. 7, right panel) . In
511
Group-B genomes, the biphasic pattern observed from singletons to PHE genes could be 512 explained by an initial increase in GC3-rich codons from singletons to core genes, 513 followed by a later U bias from core genes to PHE genes. That initial GC3 enrichment 514 followed by a U3 increase was sufficient to explain the basis of the previously reported 515 "rabbit head" distribution of codon usages that characterizes most prokaryote genomes 516 (21, 67) . What should be also especially noted is that the PHE genes separated from the 517 Cn (in both the CA, and the GC3 plots) because of a much more intense U bias likely 518 associated with the difference in expression levels between the two gene sets. In the 519 type-C genomes, in which the GC3 always increased, the absence of a strong U bias 520 from the Cn to the PHE genes led to a less pronounced-i. e., more linear-"rabbit-head" 521 distribution of genes in the CA plot. In addition to that general trend, Yersinia 522 enterocolítica, Methanolacinia petrolearia, and Sphingomonas parapaucimobilis could be 523 considered as having an intermediate behavior between the bacteria in Group C and 524 those in Group B. Finally, the Group-D genomes, which had extremely-high GC contents,
525
were the most restricted with respect to GC3 variations. The quite small compositional 526 variations in that group of genomes became apparent in the compacted location of the 527 different core and PHE genes in the CA plots. What was remarkable is that in Group-D 528 genomes a U bias (though much less intense than in the genomes of Groups A, B, and 529 C) was still a visible variable that differentiated codon usages between the core and the 
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The results presented here together with previous evidence from other authors 540 have enabled a comprehensive analysis of the principal basis underlying the changes 541 associated with the optimization of codon usage in prokaryotes in different gene sets and 542 in organisms with different GC contents. As stated previously, the overall codon usage is 543 known to be constrained by genome-wide mutational processes (7, 8, 10) that are 544 considered as a main force in shaping the global GC content. The intragenomic codon 545 usage will concurrently become accommodated through selection-driven processes, as 546 has also been extensively reported (35, 42, 48, 68) . In order to further our knowledge of 
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Average coordinates (centroids) for different gene sets (i.e. singletons in blue, C1 to Cn 592 in a gradient from blue to red, and PHE in red) were projected on the CA space. In C1 to 593 Cn the higher number denote a more ancestral core-gene set within the phylogeny. Table   594 S1_a (tab 1) lists the prokaryote species that were used to construct each Ci gene set by 
